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Shipping may be caught up in
tax avoidance clampdown
Countering aggressive tax avoidance by large multinational
enterprises (MNEs) is high on the agenda of many governments
worldwide. A number of measures are being introduced, some
of which may affect the shipping sector.
In the UK, the Finance Bill 2015 introduces

that it does not have a permanent

a new Diverted Profits Tax (DPT) from

establishment in the UK.

1 April 2015. This will apply, for example,
where a foreign company with sales

The OECD is taking action to counter

relating to UK activities of more than £10m

aggressive tax planning under the BEPS

deliberately structures its affairs to avoid a

(Base Erosion and Profit Shifting) initiative.

UK tax presence. Another example is where

This includes obtaining more information

a company which is taxable in the UK

to ensure that transfer pricing rules are

reduces its taxable profits by transactions

applied properly, such as country-by-

involving a connected entity. It must

country reporting of information relating to

also be reasonable to assume that the

the global allocation of the MNE group’s

transactions were designed to secure the

income, taxes paid and certain indicators of

tax reduction.

economic activity. The proposals currently
include a minor concession for shipping

The profits ‘diverted’ will be taxed at 25%,

groups. The Finance Bill 2015 gives HMRC

or 55% if the UK entity is in the oil and

the powers to implement the OECD’s

gas regime and subject to tax at 50%.

proposals for country-by-country reporting.

Notification requirements apply. The rules
do not apply where both entities are

Finally, the OECD issued a report in

small- or medium-sized enterprises (SMEs),

September 2014 proposing that all tax

or to loans.

treaties should include a principal purposes
test (PPT) aimed at removing treaty benefits

In shipping an example could be a UK

where one of the principal purposes is to

company outside tonnage tax which

obtain treaty benefits, and/or a limitation of

bareboat-charters in a vessel from an

benefits (LOB) clause. This is aimed at

overseas group company of little substance.

preventing ‘treaty shopping’.

The DPT could apply where that overseas
company is located in a low-tax jurisdiction

Tax avoidance is highly topical and all MNEs

and it is reasonable to assume that the

need to review their structures and be

structure was designed to secure a tax

aware of the implications of these current

reduction. It might also apply in some

issues and future developments in this area.

circumstances where an overseas
shipowner has structured its activities so
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Confidence dips again
The average confidence level expressed by respondents to our latest Shipping
Confidence Survey for the quarter ended February 2015 hit a two-and-a-half-year
low of 5.5 out of 10.0.
The likelihood of respondents making a major investment over

Fewer respondents than in the previous survey anticipated

the next year was down on the previous survey from 5.3 to 5.1

higher tanker rates, but more thought dry bulk and container

out of 10.0. Demand trends, competition and tonnage supply

ship rates would go up.

were the top three factors likely to influence performance most
significantly over the coming year, while 32% of respondents,

Read the full survey report at:

the lowest level ever recorded in the life of the survey, expected

www.moorestephens.co.uk/confidence

finance costs to increase.
richard.greiner@moorestephens.com

Forward planning
with OpCost

Shipping pools – don’t just dive in!
The current difficult shipping markets

It is normal practice to prepare regular

Work is well under way on the new edition

and ongoing economic downturn have

pool accounts. These may take the form

of our annual OpCost study, which will

strengthened interest in shipping pools.

of monthly or quarterly reports in addition

benchmark 2014 ship operating costs.

Such alliances often make good

to annual audited financial statements

We continue to add new data fields and

commercial sense, but there are a variety

prepared in accordance with a financial

enhance functionality.

of important issues that need to be

reporting framework or within the terms

addressed.

of the pool arrangement.

As well as competition and accounting

There are a number of tax issues which

issues that must not be underestimated,

need to be considered, including the tax

the structure of the pool and the

residence status of each pool entity and

jurisdiction in which it will be set up are

whether they have a permanent

OpCost is the most widely respected

key factors as these will have tax and

establishment for tax purposes in any

barometer of ship operating costs in the

reporting implications. It is also important

jurisdiction. Other factors to consider

industry. With those costs continuing to

to consider the terms under which the

include potential tax exemptions and their

rise, owners and operators need accurate

pool will be managed, including the

qualifying conditions, transfer pricing,

and reliable information on trends to help

authority of the pool managers and the

freight tax implications, and possible

plan their budgets and business strategies

capacity in which they will act. Other key

relief under double tax treaties.

accurately. OpCost can also be used for

considerations include the basis of

business and budget planning, and

distributions paid to pool participants,

If you are setting up a new pool or

transfer pricing studies.

the period of vessel participation, terms

reviewing an existing arrangement,

of withdrawal, the basis of the pool and

specific advice should be obtained.

OpCost is available in a user-friendly

commercial management fees and the

Don’t just dive in!

online version at:

working capital and reporting

www.opcostonline.com

requirements.

To participate in OpCost, or for more
information, contact:
richard.greiner@moorestephens.com

michael.kotsapas@moorestephens.com
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UK tonnage tax training
commitment amended

CGT tax for non-UK
residents

In order to encourage the training of ratings, from 1 October

It was confirmed in the UK Budget 2015 that, with effect

2015, the UK government is to introduce a pilot scheme under

from 6 April 2015, non-UK-resident individuals, trusts, personal

which companies will be allowed to train three ratings instead

representatives and narrowly controlled companies will be

of one officer trainee as part of their minimum training

subject to capital gains tax on gains arising out of the disposal

commitment to qualify for inclusion in tonnage tax. The trainee

of UK residential property. Non-resident individuals will be

ratings, like the officer trainees, must be (i) nationals of an EEA

subject to tax at the same rates as UK taxpayers (28% or 18%

state, or a British citizen from the Channel Islands or the Isle of

on gains above the annual exempt amount). Non-resident

Man, and (ii) ordinarily resident in the UK. The introduction of the

companies, meanwhile, will be subject to tax at the same rate

ratings training option will be monitored for at least three years.

as UK companies (20%). The existing Annual Tax on Enveloped

In addition, the definition of eligible officer trainee will include

Properties (ATED) related capital gains tax charge for ‘non-

an electro-technical officer.

natural persons’, however, will take precedence over this new
non-resident capital gains tax charge.
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UK non-dom tax rules
under scrutiny during
election campaign

Risk – the bigger picture

Under the current rules individuals who are resident in the UK

ultimately lead to business failure.

Risk is an inherent part of shipping. Balancing risk against
opportunity is often the key to commercial success. Failure to
properly identify and deal with risk, on the other hand, can

but domiciled elsewhere (‘non-doms’) can elect to be taxed on
their overseas income and capital gains by reference to the
amounts remitted to the UK (the ‘remittance basis’), rather than
by reference to the total amounts arising. A remittance basis
charge varying from £30,000 to £90,000 may be payable by
longer-term residents as the price of using the remittance basis.
A number of parties have stated that they would amend or
abolish this system except for those who are ”genuinely resident
in the UK on a temporary basis – like students, or people living
here for a short time on business.” There would be a period of
consultation before any such radical changes are implemented.

Our new Annual Shipping Risk Survey 2015, which will be

Moore Stephens will keep you informed of any changes.

launched shortly, provides a bigger-picture view of modern
shipping risk. Designed to help companies in the shipping industry

simon.baylis@moorestephens.com

improve their decision-making and risk management processes,
it is based on responses from leading industry players. The
survey samples and indexes the approach taken to enterprise risk
management in the shipping sector, including the way in which
key risks are ranked and managed.
michael.simms@moorestephens.com
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Profile: Steve Williams
Steve Williams is back. He first joined Moore Stephens in 2008,
but left in 2012 to begin a two-year secondment with the UK
government’s National Audit Office (NAO). That two-year stint
turned into three, but Steve rejoined the firm in March 2015.
When asked why he decided to come

government and reported these to

to help clients with a wide range of issues,

back, despite an offer from the NAO to

Parliament. These reports would often

covering everything from operational risk

stay, Steve has a one-word answer –

support debate in Parliament itself and at

and cyber security to Sarbanes-Oxley.

people. He describes his time at the NAO

the Public Accounts Committee.

Businesses today are operating to a

as “a tremendous intellectual challenge,

different risk profile, and I want to help

and an opportunity to work with some

Steve will use the experience gained at the

clients safely navigate the new challenges

fantastic people. It opened my eyes to new

NAO and in his first spell at Moore

which they face.”

horizons, changed my view of how

Stephens, together with his training as an

government works, and changed me as a

IT auditor and security consultant, to help

Steve may claim to have changed in his

person in some respects.”

Moore Stephens clients operate successfully

time away from Moore Stephens, but one

in what he sees as “a changed world.”

thing that hasn’t changed is his infectious

Any changes, however, are not sufficient to

Much of his work will involve non-statutory

enthusiasm. As such, he retains all the

prevent Steve being recognised – and

audit and advisory projects, many of them

qualities necessary to be a passionate

welcomed back – by his colleagues at

in the shipping industry. Steve says, “This is

supporter of the Welsh national

Moore Stephens. At the NAO, Steve

an opportunity to use the fantastic skills

rugby team.

directed studies and investigations across

and dynamic resources at Moore Stephens
steve.williams@moorestephens.com

The devil’s dictionary: V is for VDR
The twenty-second in a series looking at classic and alternative

know. As a rule of thumb, a boat may be carried on board

definitions of shipping and accountancy terms

a ship, but a ship may not be carried on board a boat.
There are numerous examples of ships’ officers failing to

Textbook definition

preserve VDR data following collisions, many of which involve

A Voyage Data Recorder (VDR) is an onboard data recording

lighthouses and people listening to football matches on VHF.

system required under the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS)
convention.

This is bad luck. Also, it compromises the ship owner’s position
when it comes to laying blame, which is always apportioned

The alternative VDR definition

60:40 in favour of the give-way vessel.

The VDR is frequently referred to as the shipping industry’s
‘black box’, because it is usually orange and round. It helps

Not all ships pass in the night.

accident investigators to identify the cause of
an accident.
For more information please go to:
You will be required to have a VDR on board if your vessel is big

www.moorestephens.co.uk

enough to be called a ship rather than a boat. Interpretations
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may vary so check first with the most pedantic person you
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